
(1920-1998)

(1958)
1 I  Introduction and Toccata (4’57”)  2  II  Siciliana (2’13”)
3 III  Notturno (3’17”)  4  IV  Hornpipe (1’26”)
5 V  Air (3’27”)  6  VI  Finale alla Giga (1’36”)

7 . A Christmas piece, for string orchestra (1939)

 (c.1957)
 arr. for string orchestra in collaboration with Francis Harvey
8  I  Overture (2’36”)  9  II  Interlude (0’45”)  10  III  Finale (2’57”)

for cello and small orchestra (1943)
11 I  Allegro moderato (8’03”)  12  II  Poco lento (7’43”)  13  III  Tempo Primo (1’24”)

for string orchestra (1948)
14 I  Lullaby (4’22”)  15  II  Promenade (2’34”)

16 for orchestra (1964)

17
arr. for cello and strings by Christopher Palmer
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‘Composers do not usually make conscious choices about the music they write: they
write in accordance with the talents given to them.  For this reason I do not write
complex or experimental music: I have no gift for such things.  Instead, my music is

lyrical, rhythmic, economical, clear cut in texture and, as far as I can make it, direct of
utterance’1.  This incisive assessment by Geoffrey Bush of his own output is indicative of his
lucidity on the printed page as well as on the stave, both accomplishments the result of a
compulsive urge to communicate effectively.

Born in London on 23 March 1920, Bush was educated at the Cathedral School, Salisbury,
where he sang in the cathedral choir (sowing the seeds of a lasting love of the English choral
tradition), and at Lancing College.  Informal compositions lessons with John Ireland took
place during the school holidays.  Bush’s musical studies continued at Balliol College, Oxford,
where he succeeded George Malcolm as Nettleship Scholar in 1938 and won the Masefield
Memorial Studentship in 1946.  A committed pacifist, he helped during the war to look after
evacuated children at the Hostel of the Good Shepherd in Tredegar, Monmouthshire.
Notable post-war appointments included Staff Tutor in Music to the Extra-Mural
Departments of, successively, Oxford and London Universities.  In 1969, at Thurston Dart’s
invitation, he became Visiting Professor in Music at King’s College, London, a post he held
for twenty years.  The Composers Guild of Great Britain elected him Chairman in 1957 and
seven years later he visited the USSR as one of the Guild’s delegates.  He was on the music
advisory panel of the Arts Council and the Performing Rights Society.  Made an honorary
fellow of the University College of Wales, Aberystwyth in 1986, he continued to play an active
role in British musical life until his death at the age of 77 on 24 February 1998.

Though composition was foremost among his many skills, Bush was something of an
all-rounder.  He performed as both pianist and organist, made regular broadcasts for the BBC
and was also a successful writer.  His eminently readable guide to music,

, first appeared in 1954 and a number of his essays were issued by Thames
Publishing in two collections:  (1983) and

 (1990).  Detective fiction was an abiding passion and he collaborated with his
friend, the composer Bruce Montgomery, aka Edmund Crispin, in writing the short detective
story   Bush was also a prolific editor of British music, including volumes
of Parry and Stanford songs and two volumes published by  covering
neglected British composers of the romantic era such as Sterndale Bennett.

Lyrita is grateful to the family of Geoffrey Bush for their support of this recording



woodwind and muted trumpets.  A second idea is launched by an arpeggiated figure and in
the work’s closing pages these two themes are heard together before a grand, timpani-led,
peroration.  Typically, Bush does not write down to his players by compromising his natural
musical language.  His buoyant and colourful score has a broad appeal beyond its original
declared pedagogical purpose.

Perhaps the most celebrated examples of Geoffrey Bush’s reworking of existing material
involve the music of his erstwhile teacher John Ireland: the orchestral

, consisting of music from Ireland’s score for the 1946 Ealing film ;
, edited from the BBC’s wartime production of , and a

transcription for string orchestra of the brass band piece .   During his
studies with Ireland, Bush forged a close bond with his teacher and remained a loyal friend
until Ireland’s death in 1962.  Bush subsequently became Musical Adviser to the John Ireland
Trust.  It seems fitting, therefore, to conclude this programme with, as an ‘encore’, one of
Ireland’s most celebrated and widely-played works, , in an arrangement made
in 1994 for cello and strings by the writer, orchestrator and arranger Christopher Palmer
(1946-1995), who observed in his preface to one of Bush’s collection of essays , ‘When he
[Bush] describes Rostropovich as ‘by nature, full of the joy of life’, as wanting ‘to
communicate love and happiness to others through the medium of his music’ he could easily
be describing himself.’

1 Geoffrey Bush in , eds. Brian Morton and Pamela Collins (1991), London: St James
Press, p.147.
2 Music taken from ‘Symphony at the descending of Apollo and the gods’ ( , Act Five) and ‘Symphony at
the parley of Mars and Venus’ ( , Act Three)
3 Music taken from ‘Symphonies of Apollo and his attendants’ ( , Act Five)
4 Music taken from ‘Symphony at the descending of Venus’ and ‘Symphony at the ascending of Venus’ ( ,
Act One) and ‘Symphony at the descending of Jupiter, Cupid and Psyche’ ( , Act Five)
5 As stated in the score’s preliminary notes.

His large body of work includes music for the stage, choral works, church music, orchestral
pieces, chamber music and songs.  Among his six operas, the one-act

 (1972) with a libretto by the composer after the story by Oscar Wilde, is
characteristically witty and polished.  Of his two symphonies, the first, which has at its core
an elegiac blues in memory of Constant Lambert, was premiered at the Cheltenham Festival
in 1954 and performed at the Proms four years later, whilst the second, subtitled ‘The
Guildford’, was commissioned for the 700th anniversary of the City of Guildford in 1957.
Other orchestral compositions include the , written in memory of the
comedian Tommy Handley, which won a Royal Philharmonic Society prize in 1949, and an
Oboe Concerto played at the Proms in 1956.  His traditional idiom has endeared his music
to amateur performers in particular and the two choral works  (1947)
and (1955) have been performed widely.  He was a prolific writer of songs
(variously accompanied by piano, instruments or orchestra), and the diverse texts he
illuminated range from Chaucer to Stevie Smith, reflecting the breadth of his reading.

The works included on this disc provide a representative selection of Bush’s writing for
chamber orchestra.  His understanding of the intimacy and inherent reciprocity of the
medium results in scores that are eloquent and conversational, epitomising his credo quoted
at the head of these notes.

One of Bush’s most popular orchestral pieces,  (1958) was
commissioned by the BBC for its annual Light Music Festival. Dedicated ‘for Julie’, the
composer’s wife, it was first performed on 5 July 1958 by the BBC Concert Orchestra under
Vilem Tausky at the Royal Festival Hall.  The movements are based on six songs by Thomas
Arne.  They are taken from the following collections: ,

 and  and were originally entitled, ‘The Lover’s Recantation’, ‘The
Shepherdess’, ‘The Fond Appeal’, ‘Damon and Cinthia’, ‘The Shepherd’ and ‘A Ballad in
the Modern Taste’.  In the preface to the score, Bush states that, ‘In some cases Arne’s tunes
are followed fairly closely, in others they merely provide the starting point for the various
musical happenings.’  The inner movements all feature one or more instruments as soloists:
oboe in the Siciliana, clarinet and horn in the Notturno, flute/piccolo and bassoon in the
Hornpipe and cor anglais in the Air, while the outer movements consist of a sparkling
Toccata preceded by a florid and imposing Introduction, and a lively , capped
by a bravura coda.



Dedicated to the composer’s mother, is a Christmas meditation for
string orchestra with solo violin (1939) and was first performed on 11 March 1952 by the
BBC Northern Orchestra conducted by John Hopkins.  It originally formed the first of two
pieces for solo piano written while the composer was still a schoolboy at Lancing College; a
few years later he rescored it for string orchestra.  Bush exploits fully his string forces, with
contrasts between muted and  playing, solos and unisons, and effective use of
writing to create rich sonorities at the work’s climactic central section.

An important facet of Geoffrey Bush’s art lies in his arrangement of other composers’ music
and examples of his facility in this field include a Sonata for two pianos in B flat, after Thomas
Arne, the  for piano and strings, arranged from John Field, and the Sonata
for two pianos in C, after Sterndale Bennett; a recording of his orchestration of the Third
Piano Concerto by Charles Villiers Stanford was released by Lyrita in 2007 (SRCD.321). In
addition, his Sinfonietta for chamber orchestra is a re-composition of Arne’s Harpsichord
Sonata no.5 and the  and  for wind quintet, originally part of a suite for brass
instruments entitled  is a re-imagining of one of Locke’s own
keyboard pieces.  Also in this category is the , an
arrangement by Bush, in collaboration with his friend Francis Harvey, for string orchestra of
instrumental music from Locke’s seminal English opera of 1675.  The Suite was published in
1957 and first performed by the Riddick String Orchestra under Kathleen Riddick in a BBC
broadcast on 1 February 1959.  It begins with an Overture2 in which a majestic opening
section is followed by an  full of contrapuntal vitality.  The central movement is a tiny
Interlude3, whose material is played softly and then repeated even more quietly.  In the
Finale4, a spirited  is framed by a slow and stately theme.

, for cello and small orchestra (1943) was premiered on 28
September 1945 by cellist John Shinebourne with the BBC Symphony Orchestra conducted
by Clarence Raybould.  Dedicated to Francis Harvey, it was sketched between May 1941 and
August 1942 and completed in Tredegar between May and October 1943.

There is a neo-classical feel to the piece and this is endorsed by the modest orchestral forces
which consist of flute, oboe, two clarinets, bassoon, two horns, trumpet, timpani and strings.
In addition, the fast-slow-fast subsections of the work’s one continuous movement are
reminiscent of the Baroque Italian-style Overture as used by Mozart in his Symphony no.32,
for example.

The opening  section is in traditional sonata form.  Dispensing with an
introduction, Bush presents us with one of his most uplifting principal subjects, which
contains several elements: a prefatory  string chord, repeated woodwind quavers, a
purposeful theme introduced by violins and a syncopated idea for lower strings answered by
flute.  After a varied reprise of this simple but protean material, the solo cello takes up the
main idea, echoed by various woodwind soloists in turn.  A sudden drop in volume instigates
the secondary material, in which gently undulating upper strings, , support the
soloist’s lyrically expressive and pastoral-sounding theme, capped by ecstatic triplets.  The
development section seizes on and toys with aspects of both subjects and leads to an elaborate,
extended cadenza that mines the work’s key ideas still further.  The brief recapitulation
includes only the first subject and leads without a break into the central section.

Marked  ( ), this is a wistful slow movement in which the soloist unfolds
a long-breathed Bachian melody in two sections over a sustained  bass.  In contrast
to the witty outer panels of this piece, where Bush seeks to outmanoeuvre his listeners with
disconcerting shifts of pulse and harmony, there is no ironic intent in this archaic-sounding
interlude and the composer’s love for and appreciation of his antecedents from the Baroque
era is palpable.  Dispersing the gentle reveries of the , the brief finale is a truncated
restatement of material from the first movement.  No sooner has the doughty inaugural theme
re-established itself than the work signs off with a tiny flourish from the cello.

 for string orchestra dates from 1948.  The opening Lullaby may be played
separately as a short work for string quartet, for which version the composer has provided an
alternative cello part in the score.  This is an aptly gentle and measured piece, whose tender
theme rises to a central peak and whose closing bars are hushed and halting.  By contrast, the
closing Promenade is vigorous and rhythmic, becoming increasingly preoccupied with its
opening dotted figure.  After a gradual release of tension, the work ends abruptly but not
without good humour.

, for orchestra (1964) is dedicated to Stanford Robinson, who
conducted the premiere with the BBC Concert Orchestra in December 1967.  It forms part
of a series of six works edited by Bush entitled ‘Music for Today’, which aimed ‘to introduce
amateur orchestral players of all ages to the work of serious contemporary composers.’5  The
strings begin with an urgent theme whose march-like character is taken up by fanfares on
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Concerto for light orchestra (1958) (16’56”)
1 I  Introduction and Toccata (4’57”)  2  II  Siciliana (2’13”)  3  III  Notturno (3’17”)  
4   IV  Hornpipe (1’26”)  5  V  Air (3’27”)  6  VI  Finale alla Giga (1’36”)

7  Natus est Immanuel. A Christmas piece, for string orchestra (1939) (6’08”)

 Matthew Locke, Suite - ‘Psyche’ (c.1957)
 arr. for string orchestra in collaboration with Francis Harvey (6’18”)
8 I  Overture (2’36”)  9  II  Interlude (0’45”)  10  III  Finale (2’57”)

 Sinfonietta Concertante for cello and small orchestra (1943) (17’10”)
11 I  Allegro moderato (8’03”)  12  II  Poco lento (7’43”)  13  III  Tempo Primo (1’24”)

 Two Miniatures for string orchestra (1948) (6’56”)
14 I  Lullaby (4’22”)  15  II  Promenade (2’34”)

16 Finale for a Concert for orchestra (1964) (4’46”)
 

17  John Ireland, ‘Holy Boy’ arr. for cello and strings by Christopher Palmer (2’56”)
(61’10”) 

GEOFFREY BUSH  (1920-1998)

Northern Chamber Orchestra, Nicholas Ward
Raphael Wallfisch, cello
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